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Does WestlawNext Really Change Everything? 
The Implications of WestlawNext on Legal Research*
Ronald E. Wheeler**
WestlawNext, Thomson Reuters’s newest electronic research service, has now been 
around for over a year. Professor Wheeler shares his thoughts on how this service may 
impact various aspects of legal research, and suggests that further study and research 
are necessary to fully evaluate and understand the system.
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WestlawNext,. is.causing. law.librarians.and. legal.researchers.nationwide.to.sit.up.
. *. Ronald.E ..Wheeler,.2011 .







friends.who.pushed.and.encouraged.me,. including.Mary.Sue.Livingston,.Nancy.P .. Johnson,.Carol.
Parker,.Michelle.Rigual,.Sherri.Thomas,.Suzanne.Shende,.and.Susan.Nevelow.Mart;.and.to.my.best.
friend.and.partner.Harry.Rudolph .
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first. describes.WestlawNext. and. explains. some. of. its. unique. features .. Second,. it.










¶2. WestlawNext. is. the. latest. iteration. of. the.Westlaw. legal. research. database.








¶3. WestlawNext’s. new. search. engine. is. called. WestSearch,5. and. WestSearch.
really. is. revolutionary ..Although.the.secret.of.WestSearch. is.closely.guarded,. like.
the. secret. recipe. for.Coca-Cola,.Kentucky.Fried.Chicken,.or.McDonald’s.Special.
Sauce,.here.are.some.of.the.ingredients:.WestSearch.is.a.result,.in.part,.of.“watching.
hundreds. of. legal. professionals. do. research. and. analyzing. Westlaw. logs .”6. It.
employs. an. algorithm. that. “automates. the. process. of. applying. Key. Numbers,.
. 1 .. Martha.Sperry,.A Little Late to the WestLawNext Party,.AdvocAte’s studio (Oct ..14,.2010),.
http://advocatesstudio .com/2010/10/14/a-little-late-to-the-WestlawNext-party .
. 2 .. WestlawNext Folder Sharing Taps the Collective Knowledge of the Entire Organization,. the 
street (Dec .. 6,. 2010,. 11:03. A.m .),. http://www .thestreet .com/story/10939374/WestlawNext-folder
-sharing-taps-the-collective-knowledge-of-the-entire-organization .html .
. 3 .. Marshall.R ..Isaacs,.WestlawNext Review: Google for Lawyers,.smAllfirmville (July.27,.2010,.
5:50.p.m.),.http://nysbar .com/blogs/smallfirmville/2010/07/WestlawNext_google_for_lawyers .html .
. 4 .. Throughout.this.article.I.will.refer.to.the.standard.web-based.version.of.Westlaw.as.classic.
Westlaw .
. 5 .. See WestSearch: WestlawNext Search Technology,. WestlAWNext Quick refereNce Guide.
(2011),.available at.http://west .thomson .com/documentation/westlaw/wlawdoc/web/wlnwsrch .pdf .
. 6 .. Paula. J .. Hane,. Thomson Reuters Launches WestlawNext—the Next Chapter in Legal 
Research,. iNfo. todAy. (Feb .. 4,. 2010),. http://newsbreaks .infotoday .com/NewsBreaks/Thomson
-Reuters-Launches-WestlawNextThe-Next-Chapter-in-Legal-Research-60975 .asp ..
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KeyCite,.and.secondary.sources. .. .. ..to.find.additional.critical.documents.and.then.
ranks.them.with.the.most.important.documents.at.the.top.of.the.results.list .”7.The.
algorithm. learns. which. documents. are. important. or. useful.“from. the. aggregate.
usage. of.WestlawNext. researchers,. based. on. users’.‘meaningful. interactions’. with.
the. results—when. [a]. user. prints,. emails,. or. KeyCites. [them] .”8. Thus,.“the. great.
results.produced.today.improve.even.more.over.time .”9.The.algorithm.employs.the.
collective. knowledge. or. input. of. thousands. of. Westlaw. users .. My. own. research.
experiences.with.WestlawNext.seem.to.support.the.company’s.claims ..I.have.per-
formed.numerous. searches. in.WestlawNext,.pursuing.answers. to.what. I. thought.
were.challenging.research.questions,.and.the.results.have.been.remarkable ..
¶4. WestlawNext. also. allows. users. to. search. without. having. to. first. choose. a.
database,. while. classic.Westlaw. does. not. allow. users. to. search. until. they. select. a.
database .. This. new. feature. is. considered. by. some. to. be. “big. news .”10. Because.
Westlaw.has.more.than.40,000.databases,11.avoiding.choosing.will.almost.certainly.






one. used. for. classic. Westlaw .. Under. the. transactional. pricing. scheme,. classic.
Westlaw.users.are.charged.a.set.amount.per.search,.and.that.amount.depends.on.
the. database. being. searched .. Larger. databases. typically. cost. more. to. search ..
However,.once.a.search.is.completed,.opening.documents.from.that.initial.search.
does. not. carry. any. additional. cost .14. WestlawNext. charges. researchers. $60. per.
search15.and.approximately.$15.for.each.document.opened.within.a.search.result .16
The Process of Legal Research
¶6.There.are.some.essential.components.of.the.legal.research.process.that.have.
stood. the. test.of. time ..A.working.knowledge.of. legal. sources17.and. the.ability. to.
. 7 .. Id. 
. 8 .. Id..
. 9 .. Thomson Reuters Unveils WestlawNext, the Next Generation in Legal Research,.pr NeWsWire.
(Feb .. 1,. 2010),. http://www .prnewswire .com/news-releases/thomson-reuters-unveils-WestlawNext.
-the-next-generation-in-legal-research-83240872 .html .
. 10 .. Hane,.supra.note.6 .
. 11 .. Id..
. 12 .. Id.
. 13 .. Users.may.choose.a.jurisdiction.or.a.database.before.searching,.but.it.is.no.longer.required ..
. 14 .. [WestlAW] priciNG Guide for privAte price plANs (Apr ..2010),.available at http://thepratt
lawlibrarian .files .wordpress .com/2010/09/wl-pricing-april-2010 .pdf .
. 15 .. WestlAWNext priciNG Guide for commerciAl plANs. (Feb .. 2010),. available at. http://
west .thomson .com/pdf/librarian/L-356047 .pdf. (hereinafter. WestlAWNext priciNG Guide) .. This. is.
Westlaw’s.transactional.billing.charge;.there.are.other.pricing.plans ..See id.
. 16 .. Id ..While. the.charges. for.viewing.documents.vary.greatly.depending.on.the. type.of.docu-
ment,.according.to.this.pamphlet,.$15.is.a.conservative.average.for.basic.primary.source.materials ..
. 17 .. Amy e. sloAN,.BAsic leGAl reseArch 1. (4th.ed ..2009). (discussing. the. importance. to. legal.
research.of.understanding.the.different.sources.of.law) .
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identify.appropriate.sources.of.law.are.two.such.components .18.Knowledge.of.the.





tions .. Knowledge. of. the. structure. of. U .S .. law. means. understanding. courts. and.
court.levels,.legislatures,.administrative.agencies,.and.all.that.they.produce ..Legal.

















also,.perhaps,.by. their. lack.of. exposure. to. statutory. law,.administrative. law,.and.
secondary.sources.of.various.kinds ..
. 18 .. Nancy. P .. Johnson,. Best Practices: What First-Year Law Students Should Learn in a Legal 
Research Class,.28.leGAl refereNce services Q. 77, 80 (2009) (“For.students.to.relate.to.legal.research,.
they.must.know.how.and.when.to.use.the.materials”) ..
. 19 .. morris l. coheN,.hoW to fiNd the lAW.2.(7th.ed ..1976).(discussing.the.need.to.understand.
“the.organizational.structure.of.published.legal.materials”) .
. 20 .. For. examples. of. books. that. have. emphasized. this. throughout. the. past. century,. see,. e .g ., 
frederick c. hicks,. mAteriAls ANd methods of leGAl reseArch. 43–44. (1923). (stating. the. chief.
means.of.legal.research.as.being.law.books.that.are.broken.into.categories.like.source.books,.exposi-
tions. of. the. law,. compilations,. and. indexes);. coheN,. supra. note. 19,. at. 2–4. (discussing. the. factors.
determining. the. methods. of. legal. research. as. including. knowledge. of. the. multiplicity. of. sources.
and. the. characteristics. of. sources);. J. myroN JAcoBsteiN, roy m. mersky & doNAld J. duNN,.
fuNdAmeNtAls of leGAl reseArch. 18. (7th. ed .. 1998). (noting. the. importance. of. deciding. which.
sources.to.use,.which.not.to.use,.and.the.order.in.which.to.use.them);.lAurel currie oAtes & ANNe 
eNQuist,.Just reseArch.17.(2d.ed ..2009).(discussing.the. importance.of.knowing.what.sources.are.
available.and.how.to.find.information.in.those.sources) ..
. 21 .. morris l. coheN & keNt c. olsoN,.leGAl reseArch iN A Nutshell.32.(10th.ed ..2010) (dis-
cussing.first.steps.and.emphasizing.that.it.is.often.wise.to.begin.with.a.secondary.source) ..
. 22 .. roBert c. BerriNG & elizABeth A. ediNGer,.fiNdiNG the lAW 4.(12th.ed ..2005).(“[M]ost.
of.the.first.year.of.law.school.is.spent.reading.and.analyzing.excerpts.of.cases.as.presented.in.case-
books .”) .
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¶9.An.experienced. legal.researcher.bases. the. initial.choice.of.a.source.on.her.
knowledge.(or. lack.thereof).of.an.area.of. law ..An.attorney.may.know.an.issue.is.
controlled.by.state.statute.and.will.thus.begin.by.searching.a.state.annotated.code ..
A. law. firm. librarian,. familiar. with. the. firm’s. environmental. law. practice,. might.
begin. a. search. in. federal. regulations .. A. third. researcher. who. is. experienced. but.
completely.unfamiliar.with.the.area.of.law.he.is.investigating.might.begin.with.a.
legal.encyclopedia.or.a. search.of. the. law. journal. literature .. In.all. three.cases,. the.
choice.of.a.source.is.informed.by.either.a.familiarity.with.the.law,.or.knowledge.of.
what.particular.legal.sources.can.and.cannot.do,.or.both ..Choosing.unwisely.can.
often. result. in. confusion,23. wasted. time,. futile. and. expensive. searching,. and.
frustration .
Knowledge of Particular Sources
¶10.Having.a.complete.and.well-informed.understanding.of.the.various.sources.
of.legal.information.can.drive.the.entire.research.process.and.determine.its.dura-
tion. and. success .. In. particular,. there. are. a. few. sources,. discussed. below,. that. are.
commonly.misunderstood.or.underutilized .
¶11.Knowledge.of.secondary.sources,.their.authority,.their.role.in.the.research.





syncrasies. or. peculiarities. in. a. particular. area. of. law,. discover. exceptions. to. or.
modifications.of.the.law,.and.gain.insight.into.how.the.law.in.question.is.applied.





able ..When. beginners. are. looking. for. the. law,. it. appears. to. make. sense. to. begin.
searching.sources.of.primary.law ..Nevertheless,.once.researchers.comprehend.the.
shortcuts.and.explanations.that.secondary.sources.can.offer,.they.will.seek.out.sec-
ondary. sources.when.embarking.on.new.research.projects. in.order. to. save. time ..
Thus,. cultivating.and. reinforcing.an.understanding.of. such. sources. can.be.quite.
valuable .






. 23 .. See.coheN & olsoN,.supra.note.21,.at.32 .
. 24 .. Id ..at.32 ..
. 25 .. See, e.g.,.coheN & olsoN,.supra.note.21,.at.32;.Johnson,.supra.note.18,.at.93 .
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effects.in.other.jurisdictions ..Proposed.or.pending.regulations.governing.pollution.
control. might. prompt. detailed. scientific. inquiries. involving. news. and. other.




ing. law,. illustrate. why. many. legal. research. experts. conclude. that. knowledge. of.
sources. and. the. ability. to. identify. appropriate. sources. are. essential. to. the. legal.
research.process .
Knowledge of the Structure of U.S. Law
¶15. Knowledge. of. the. structure. of. U .S .. law. and. U .S .. legal. institutions. both.
informs. the. legal. research. process. and. is. reinforced. by. it .. Researchers. who. can.
identify.the.three.branches.of.government.(legislative,.executive,.and.judicial),.the.
types.of.documents.that.flow.from.each.branch,.when.and.where.these.documents.
are.published,.which.publications.are.official,. and.how. to. find. these.documents.
clearly. have. an. advantage. when. beginning. a. legal. research. project ..A. researcher.
may.be.clear.that.she.is.looking.for.a.case,.but.unless.she.knows.which.jurisdiction.





ferent.court. levels.and. jurisdictions.helps. to. reinforce. the. structure.of.U .S .. legal.
information.to.a.researcher ..Having.to.choose.between.and.among.sources.is.itself.
instructive ..
What Are the Effects of WestlawNext on Legal Research? 
The Algorithm’s Crowdsourcing Effect on Finding Esoteric Content





. 26 .. leGAl reseArch ctr.,. oNliNe reseArch product compArisoN study: WestlAW ANd 
WestlAWNext. 8. (2010),. available at http://west .thomson .com/WestlawNext/assets/pdf/Online
_Product_Comparison_Study_-_19_April_2010 .pdf.(describing.results.of.a.study.commissioned.by.
Thomson.Reuters) .
. 27 .. See, e.g .,.Ken.Adams,.Kicking the Tires of WestlawNext,.AdAmsdrAftiNG.(Feb ..1,.2010),.http://
www .adamsdrafting .com/2010/02/01/kicking-the-tires-of-WestlawNext/. (calling. it. more. efficient,.
quicker,. and. more. relevant);. Robert. Ambrogi,. A First Look at WestlawNext,. roBert AmBroGi’s 
lAWsites. (Jan .. 26,. 2010),. http://www .lawsitesblog .com/2010/01/first-look-at-WestlawNext .html.
(calling.it.simple.and.intuitive) ..
. 28 .. See generally.Jeff hoWe,.croWdsourciNG: Why the poWer of the croWd is driviNG the 
future of BusiNess.(2008).(providing.a.definition,.history,.and.detailed.explanation.of.crowdsourc-
ing) .






 .. .. ..will.enthusiastically.pitch.in.to.improve.the.final.product,.simply.for.the.sheer.pleasure.
of.helping.one.another. .. .. .. .30.
These.concepts.have.been.applied.in.various.contexts,.including.wiki.creation.(e .g .,.
Wikipedia).and.web.searching.(e .g .,.Google) ..Thomson.Reuters.has.now.applied.
these.concepts.to.legal.information.retrieval.with.WestSearch .
¶18. WestlawNext. capitalizes. on. the. wisdom. of. its. users. by.“monitoring. key.
actions. after. the. search. results. are. returned ..WestSearch. takes. actions. like.‘print’,.
‘save’,. ‘folder’,. and.‘view’. that. a. searcher. performs. and. logs. that. information. for.
future. reference .”31.Actions. from. previous. searches,. which. have. been. logged. and.
stored. in. the. WestSearch. knowledge. base,. help. to. inform. and. influence. future.





the.vetting.of. results.via. a. crowdsourcing.algorithm.will.produce.a. result. that. is.




solving. them”. always.“outperform[s]. homogeneous. groups”. as. well. as.“the. best.
individual.agents .”35.This.concept.is.called.the.“Diversity.Trumps.Ability.Theorem .”36.
When.this.theorem.is.applied.to.legal.research,.years.of.search.results.gleaned.from.
unrelated,. functionally. diverse.Westlaw. users. should. understandably. yield. better.
results.than.any.single.Westlaw.researcher .37.
. 29 .. Id..at.8 .
. 30 .. Id..
. 31 .. Greg.Lambert,.WestlawNext—a Study in Applying Knowledge Management and Crowdsourcing, 
3 Geeks ANd A lAW BloG. (Jan .. 28,. 2010,. 8:00. A.m .),. http://www .geeklawblog .com/2010/01/westlaw
next-study-in-applying-knowledge .html ..
. 32 .. Id.
. 33 .. See Greg.Lambert,.WestlawNext—Some Issues Answered,.3 Geeks ANd A lAW BloG.(Feb ..15,.
2010,. 10:23. A.m .),. http://www .geeklawblog .com/2010/02/westlawnext-some-issues-answered .html.
(reprinting. a. response. from.Anne. Ellis,. senior. director. of. librarian. relations. at. Thomson. Reuters,.
indicating.that.law.student.research.is.not.a.part.of.the.WestSearch.algorithm) .
. 34 .. scott e. pAGe,. the differeNce: hoW the poWer of diversity creAtes Better Groups, 
firms, schools, ANd societies,.at.xix.(2007) ..
. 35 .. Lu.Hong.&.Scott.E ..Page,.Groups of Diverse Problem Solvers Can Outperform Groups of High-
Ability Problem Solvers, 101.proc. NAt’l AcAd. sci. 16385, 16385 (2004) . 
. 36 .. See.hoWe,.supra.note.28,.at.132 .
. 37 .. There.are,.though,.information.technology.professionals.who.either.disagree.with.the.con-
cept.of.crowdsourcing.or.think.it.is.a.myth ..See, e.g.,.Dan.Woods,.The Myth of Crowdsourcing,.forBes
.com. (Sept ..29,.2009,.6:00. A.m..EDT),.http://www .forbes .com/2009/09/28/crowdsourcing-enterprise
-innovation-technology-cio-network-jargonspy .html .








a. topic. from. a. different. point. of. view,. because. the. most. popular. or. most. used.
information. has. probably. already. been. written. about .. Legal. scholars,. therefore,.





search. algorithm. may. rank. seldom-viewed. documents. lower. than. frequently.






the.state.of.Georgia:.deadly force defend motor vehicle Georgia .42.I.did.not.limit.
. 38 .. See, e.g .,.David.Hricik.&.Victoria.S ..Salzmann,.Why There Should Be Fewer Articles like This 
One: Law Professors Should Write More for Legal Decision-Makers and Less for Themselves,.38 suffolk 
u. l. rev. 761,.771–72.(2005).(discussing.how.law.professors.write.about.esoteric.topics.and.abstract.
legal. theory);. Judith.Welch.Wegner,.Reframing Legal Education’s “Wicked Problems,”.61 rutGers l. 
rev. 867, 971 (2009).(discussing.how.scholarly.writing.involves.creative.insights,.a.capacity.to.reframe.
problems,.developing.new.judgments,.and.“multiple.modalities.of.‘knowing’.and.‘learning’”) .
. 39 .. See.BerNArd schWArtz, mAiN curreNts iN AmericAN leGAl thouGht.566.(1993).(“It.is.the.
‘academic.scribbler,’.more.than.the.judge,.who.is.setting.the.themes.for.the.developing.law .”) .
. 40 .. It. is. unclear. whether. results. that. have. never. been. viewed. or. printed. will. appear. in. a.
WestSearch.result ..As.of.March.17,.2011,.no.one.at.Thomson.Reuters.seemed.able.to.answer.this.ques-










. 41 .. On. March. 18,. 2011,. I. had. a. telephone. conversation. with. Dinyar. Mehta,. director. of.
WestlawNext,. during. which. he. insisted. that. documents. that. have. never. been. interacted. with. will.
continue. to. appear. in. WestlawNext. search. results .. E-mail. from. Dinyar. Mehta,. Dir .,. WestlawNext,.
to.author.(Mar ..21,.2011,.9:43.A.m..PST).(on. file.with.author).(“Documents. that.have.never.been.
viewed. or. printed. by. customers. will. still. appear. in. WestSearch. results. in. general .. Whether. they.
appear.for.a.particular.query.and.how.they.are.ranked.will.depend.on.all.of.the.factors.considered.by.
WestSearch .”) .
. 42 .. To.answer.this.question.you.need.to.read.several.statutory.sections,.including.GA. code ANN ..
§§.16-3-23,.16-3-23 .1,.16-3-24,.16 .3 .24 .1.(2007) ..However,.after.reading.them.all,.it.is.§.16-3-24 .1.that.
ultimately.defines.the.term.“habitation”.to.include.motor.vehicles.in.a.way.that.answers.the.question ..







documents. displayed. before. I. found. it .43. While. this. might. not. seem. onerous. to.
some,. requiring. researchers. to. scroll.down. far.below. the. initial. three.documents.
displayed.makes.the.desired.information.far.less.likely.to.be.discovered .44.Because.
of. WestlawNext’s. renown. for. accuracy,. inexperienced. users. will. click. and. open.
documents.at.the.top.of.the.results.list ..Given.the.deterrent.effect.of.charging.for.
opening.each.document,.these.researchers.will.likely.feel.that.they’ve.overspent.and.
cannot. continue. to. open. documents. for. cost. reasons,. thus. making. it. even. more.
likely.that.they.will.not.see.the.correct.answer .45
¶23.It.is.interesting.to.note.that.the.identical.search.run.in.classic.Westlaw’s.state.
statutes. database. (ST-ANN-ALL). using. a. natural. language. search. yields. only.
slightly.worse.results ..The.desired.statutory.section.appears.tenth.among.the.results.
using. natural. language. searching .46. This. suggests. that,. especially. for. statutory.






ing. information.about. the.article ..To. try. to. find. the.article.using.WestlawNext,. I.
typed.in.the.search:.researchers don’t read they scan the web..Again.I.did.not.limit.
my.sources.at.all;.I.just.typed.in.the.search.and.began.searching ..The.article.did.not.






. 43 .. All.of. the. searches.and. search. results.discussed. in. this.paper.were. run. in.December.2010 ..
Due.to.the.dynamic.nature.of.WestSearch,.my.colleagues.have.noticed.that.search.results.sometimes.
change.over.time .
. 44 .. Jeff JohNsoN,. Gui Bloopers: doN’ts ANd do’s for softWAre developers ANd WeB 
desiGNers 360 (2000) (“Web.users. in.fact.do.not.scroll.down.much.and.often.assume.that.what. is.
visible.without.scrolling.is.all.that.is.there .”) .
. 45 .. See infra.¶.54 .
. 46 .. The.search.“deadly force” & defend & “motor vehicle” & Georgia,.when.run.in.the.state.stat-
utes.database.(ST-ANN-ALL).using.terms.and.connectors.searching,.yielded.seventy.two.results,.none.
of.which.were. the.desired. statutory. section ..This. is.a.novice.Boolean.search. that.an. inexperienced.
researcher.might.run ..Experienced.researchers.could.construct.a.better.Boolean.search.(or.would.start.
with.a.secondary.source) .
. 47 .. Julie.M ..Jones,.Not Just Key Numbers and Keywords Anymore: How User Interface Design Affects 
Legal Research,.101 lAW liBr. J. 7,.15,.2009.lAW liBr. J. 1, ¶ 18 .
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results ..The.article.I.was.seeking.appeared.seventeenth.on.the.list,.again.requiring.
significant. scrolling. beyond. the. five. displayed. without. scrolling .. Interestingly,.
when. I. ran. a. natural. language. search. using. classic. Westlaw. and. the. exact. same.
search. terms,. the. desired. article. appeared. as. the. fourth. result. and. required. no.
scrolling ..This.result.suggests,.perhaps,.that.too.few.researchers.have.run.searches.






and.important.cases. that.share.a.particular. topic.and.key.number.fail. to.display.
within.a.search.result.designed.to.retrieve.the.issue.covered.by.said.topic.and.key.
number .48. Thus. the. examples. I. focus. on. here. involve. statutes. and. secondary.
sources ..Nevertheless,.given.the.research.on.the.variability.of.KeyCite.results,49.and.
the.newness.of.WestlawNext,. the. issue.of. relevant. cases.becoming.buried. is.one.
that.can.only.be.clarified.by.future.research.and.study .
¶27.This.issue.of.potentially.buried.content.is.one.that.will.certainly.need.fur-
ther. discussion,. research,. and. testing .. Empirical. research. about. the. continuing.
accessibility.of.obscure.or.little-used.content,.and.research.about.how.best.to.find.
this. content. using. WestlawNext,. will. be. the. only. useful. way. to. answer. these.
questions .
Law-Changing Effects




ments. without. meaningful. interactions. may. not. appear. at. all .. Second,. if. such.
documents. do. appear,. they. may. appear. so. far. down. in. a. citation. list. that. most.






used. but. valid. laws,. doctrines,. or. arguments. might. fade. into. nonexistence .. The.
unfindable.could.practically.cease.to.exist ..This.phenomenon.might.have.serious.
. 48 .. A.detailed.discussion.of.headnotes,.topics,.and.key.numbers.in.WestlawNext.is.beyond.the.
scope.of.this.article ..Indeed,.this.could.be.the.subject.of.an.entire.article.and.certainly.warrants.fur-
ther.study ..
. 49 .. See. Susan. Nevelow. Mart,. The Relevance of Results Generated by Human Indexing and 
Computer Algorithms: A Study of West’s Headnotes and Key Numbers and LexisNexis’s Headnotes and 
Topics,.102 lAW liBr. J. 221, 2010 lAW liBr. J. 13 .
. 50 .. Just.before.this.piece.went.to.press,.LexisNexis.rolled.out.its.next-generation.system,.Lexis.
Advance,.to.law.librarians,.with.a.promised.availability.date.for.law.students.and.faculty.of.fall.2011 .
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and.detrimental.effects.on.legal.scholarship ..New.and.emerging.ideas.are.what.legal.
academic.writing. is.all.about ..While. it. is. true. that.not.all.new. ideas.are.obscure,.
many.of.them.are ..These.obscure.ideas.might.never.be.uncovered,.examined,.and.
expounded.upon. if. irretrievable ..The.result.would.be. to. limit. the.possibilities.of.
legal.writing,. to. limit. the.reach.of.creative.thinking.about.the. law,. to.narrow.the.
range.of.alternative.legal.perceptions,.to.close.the.door.to.the.unknown ..Alternative.
views.of.the.law.or.of.the.possibilities.of.the.law.would.never.be.exposed ..
Effects on the Practice of Law 
¶30.“Legal.research.is.a.cornerstone.of.the.legal.process.and.the.development.of.
the. law.  ..  ..  ..  .”51. Both. are. fueled. by. research. results .. Research. on. the. current. law,.
research. on. the. law. in. other. jurisdictions,. research. on. trends. in. the. law,. and.
research.on.proposed.or.pending. law.are.what. the.practice.of. law. is.built.upon ..
“The.legal.publication.universe.is.at.the.core.of.American.law .”52.Therefore,.what.
would.the.above-mentioned.limitations.on.legal.research.mean.to.the.practice.of.
law?.First,. since. lawyers.practicing. in.certain.areas.of. law. frequently. rely.on.aca-
demic.articles.for.clarification.and.explanation.of.the.law,53.their.understanding.of.
the.law.would.be.narrowed ..Second,.creative.lawyering.would.be.stifled ..Not.only.
would. creative. lawyers. be. unable. to. find. cutting-edge. legal. documents,. the. aca-











can. be. employed. to. require. the. return. of. documents. with. certain. quantities. of.
words. and. excluding. other. words. and. word. forms .. This. is. nothing. new. to. most.
. 51 .. Katrina.Fischer.Kuh,.Electronically Manufactured Law,.22.hArv. J.l. & tech. 223,.227.(2008) .
. 52 .. Robert. Berring,. Chaos, Cyberspace and Tradition: Legal Information Transmogrified,. 12 
Berkeley tech. l.J. 189, 190.(1997) .
. 53 .. Although.many.practicing.lawyers.perceive.law.review.articles.as.irrelevant,. lawyers.in.cer-
tain.practice.areas.find.them.instructive ..See, e.g.,.Max.Stier.et.al .,.Law Review Usage and Suggestions 




ticular.area .”);.Jay.D ..Wexler,.Defending the Middle Way: Intermediate Scrutiny as Judicial Minimalism,.
66 Geo. WAsh. l. rev. 298, 333–34.(1998).(discussing.how.law.review.articles.help.judges,. lawyers,.
and.courts);.Maxwell.S ..Kennerly,.Investing in Lawsuits, Part II: New Law Review Article on Third-Party 
Litigation Funding,. litiGAtioN & triAl. (Apr .. 20,. 2010),. http://www .litigationandtrial .com/2010/04
/articles/the-law/for-people/investing-in-lawsuits-part-ii-new-law-review-article-on-thirdparty.
-litigation-funding. (example. of. a. practicing. lawyer. finding. “an. interesting. idea”. in. a. law. review.
article) .
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advanced.researchers ..However,.WestlawNext.may.require.researchers.to.use.these.
types.of.commands.more.often ..It.is.also.unclear.to.what.extent.WestlawNext.obeys.
Boolean. commands,. because. a. WestlawNext. Boolean. search. is. still. subject. to.
WestSearch. and. its. incorporation. of. key. numbers,. meaningful. interactions,. and.
other.factors.that.affect.search.results.and.rankings .54.Another.approach.to.finding.
esoteric. information. might. be. the. use. of. particular. sources. or. tools. like. the.
American Law Reports.(A .L .R .),.KeyCite,.and.the.West.Key.Number.System ..
Broad Searching and When to Focus: The Changing Norm
¶32.Part.of. the.beauty.of.electronic. legal.research.is. its.ability.to.retrieve.the.
broadest.possible.grouping.of.relevant.results .55.Electronic.researchers.find.more.
information.and.are.exposed.to.more.and.different.cases.and.other.documents .56.






researcher. to. take. advantage. of. the. power. of. electronic. searching. by. gathering.
more.results.than.were.ever.previously.possible.in.print ..Some.of.these.results.will.
undoubtedly. be. irrelevant,. tangential,. or. only. marginally. related .. Nevertheless,.
exposure.to.the.broad.results.is.a.benefit.in.and.of.itself .
¶33. WestlawNext. changes. this. norm. significantly .. The. nature. and. beauty. of.
WestlawNext. is. that. researchers. don’t. have. to. think. about. broad. versus. narrow.
searching .. It. simplifies. the. process. by. allowing. users. to. simply. throw. in. search.




¶34.Starting. research. with. a. broad. search. serves. a. couple. of. important. pur-
poses ..First,.starting.broadly.helps.unfamiliar.researchers.discover.the.landscape.of.
the. desired. area. of. law. by. exposing. them. to. a. large. spectrum. of. relevant. docu-
. 54 .. Dinyar. Mehta,. director. of. WestlawNext,. disagrees. with. me. on. this. point .. He. says. that.








. 55 .. See.Kuh,.supra.note.51,.at.247–49.(discussing.how.electronic.searching.yields.broader.and.
more.numerous.results.than.print) ..
. 56 .. Id..at.249 .
. 57 .. See, e.g.,.sloAN,.supra.note.17,.at.291–92;.Patrick.Meyer,.Law Firm Legal Research Require-
ments for New Attorneys,.101.lAW liBr. J ..297,.312,.2009.lAW liBr. J..17,.¶.48..
. 58 .. leGAl reseArch ctr.,.supra.note.26,.at.8 .
. 59 .. coheN & olsoN,.supra.note.21,.at.18 .
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¶37.To.test. this. theory.I.ran.the.search:.abortion trimester constitutional. in.
WestlawNext ..My.intention.was.to.find.cases.dealing.with.the.constitutionality.of.
abortion,.cases.grappling.with.the.same.issues.as.Roe v. Wade .62.I.did.not.limit.the.
search. in.any.way.before.running. it;. I. just. typed. in. the.search. terms.and.clicked.
“search .”.My.results.included.317.cases ..As.one.would.expect,.the.cases.were.all.on.
point ..In.fact,.Roe v. Wade.was.the.very.first.case.listed,.indicating.that.it.was.con-
sidered. the.most. relevant ..All.of. the.317.cases.dealt.with. the.constitutionality.of.
abortion.and.the.timing.measured.in.trimesters ..When.I.ran.the.exact.same.search.
in.the.ALLCASES.database.using.natural.language.in.classic.Westlaw,.I.retrieved.804.
cases .. Classic. Westlaw. retrieved. over. two. and. a. half. times. more. cases. than.
WestlawNext ..This.example.illustrates.the.point.that.classic.Westlaw.allows.broader.
searching.and.retrieves.a. larger.sampling.of.cases. than.WestlawNext ..This. is. true.
when. the. broadest. possible. search. terms. are. used .63. WestlawNext. offers. various.
means. by. which. researchers. can. narrow. their. search. results. via. the.“filters”. and.




. 61 .. Berring,.supra.note.52,.at.210 .
. 62 .. 410.U .S ..113.(1973) .
. 63 .. My.WestlawNext.search.was.intentionally.broad.and.was.not.limited.or.narrowed.by.proxim-
ity.connectors.or.any.other.narrowing.strategies .







Burton v. State.64. Burton. is. a. case. about.whether. a.pregnant.woman.who. refuses.
treatment.can.be.forced.by.the.state.“to.submit.to.any.medical.treatment.deemed.
necessary. .. .. ..including.detention.in.the.hospital.for.enforcement.of.bed.rest,.admin-
istration.of.intra-venous.medications,.and.anticipated.surgical.delivery. .. .. .. .”65.The.
case. discusses. the. issues. of. determining. fetus. viability. and. of. trimesters .66. A.
researcher.interested.in.cases.that.grapple.with.many.of.the.same.issues.as.Roe.might.
very.well.be.interested.in.reading.the.Burton.case ..However,.Burton.does.not.appear.
in. the. 317. results. retrieved. by. WestlawNext .. Moreover,. when. I. limited. the. same.
search.to.Florida,.I.retrieved.only.twenty-six.cases,.but.again.Burton.was.not.one.of.






















especially. for. case. law. retrieved. from. WestlawNext .. WestlawNext’s. algorithm,.
WestSearch,.incorporates.both.KeyCite.and.West’s.topics.and.key.numbers.into.its.
. 64 .. 39.So ..3d.263.(Fla ..Dist ..Ct ..App ..2010) .
. 65 .. Id..at.264 .
. 66 .. Id..at.268.(Berger,.J ..dissenting) .
. 67 .. Mart,.supra note.49,.at 249, ¶ 53.(“The.lack.of.a.significant.overlap.for.cases.in.the.result.sets.
for.KeyCite.and.Shepard’s.illustrates.an.essential.problem.of.algorithmic.searching:.no.one.algorithm.
will.give.you.all.of.the.relevant.results .”) .










searching. law.reviews.and. journals,. treatises,. legal. encyclopedias,. and.A .L .R ..The.
power. of. secondary. sources. to. expand. research. or. to. reveal. additional. primary.





to.produce. everything ..Librarians. and.other. researchers.will.have. to. continue. to.
work.on.strategies.for.expanding.research.results.using.WestlawNext ..
¶43.Due.to.the.newness.of.WestlawNext,.the.effects.of.many.of.the.variables.in.




Not Choosing a Database or Source
¶44.The.fact.that.WestlawNext.does.not.require.researchers.to.choose.a.database.
or.a.source.before.searching.will.have.a.number.of.effects,.not.all.of.them.negative ..
One. such. effect. is. that. researchers. will. be. pointed. toward. and. gain. exposure. to.









vided. into. publication. types. like. A .L .R .,. 50. State. Surveys. Regulations,. 50. State.
Surveys.Statutes,.CLE.and.Seminar.Materials,.and.Law.Reviews.and.Journals ..The.
general.category.of.secondary.sources. is.also. further.subdivided. into.publication.
names. like. American Jurisprudence 2d,. C .J .S .,. Wright & Miller,. and. Florida 
Jurisprudence ..The.result.is.that.researchers.are.exposed.to.numerous.types.of.pub-
. 68 .. Hane,.supra.note.6 .
. 69 .. See.NANcy p..JohNsoN, roBert c. BerriNG & thomAs A. WoxlANd, WiNNiNG reseArch skills 
117.(4th.ed ..1999) .
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lications. and. to.numerous. titles. that. they.may.never.have.otherwise.discovered ..
Teachers.of.legal.research.will.need.to.focus.much.more.on.examining.and.evaluat-







to. search,. their. knowledge. of. the. structure. of. law. is. also. eroded .. Simply. put,.
researchers. don’t. know. what. they. are. searching. if. they. do. not. have. to. choose. a.





Pondering. these. issues. while. using. both. print. and. electronic. resources. prepares.
students.and.other.researchers.to.tackle.research.projects.in.the.real.world.“where.




do.not.develop.a. sense.of.which. types.of.documents. are.best. to. consider,. given.
their.unique.facts.and.circumstances ..









case. information.will.often.differ. from.a. search.constructed. to. find.statutory.or.
regulatory. information ..Researchers. structure. searches.differently. to. account. for.
the.ways.different.materials.are.organized ..Judicial.opinions.are.written.in.narra-
tive.or.explanatory.prose,.and.they.are.usually.organized.in.paragraphs ..Statutes.are.
most. commonly. organized. in. outline. form. with. sections. and. subsections. that.
range.in.length.from.one.sentence.to.several.paragraphs ..




. 70 .. Johnson,.supra.note.18,.at.79.
. 71 .. Id..
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graphs.can.be.only.one.sentence.long,.and.sentences.often.contain.only.one.concept.
or. term ..Therefore,. the.“within.number”.(w/n).Boolean.connector. is.more.often.
used.with.statutory.searching ..This.is. just.one.example,.but.it. illustrates.one.way.
that.search.strategy.can.differ.when.searching.different.sources ..Researchers.who.
never. have. to. choose. a. source. may. never. develop. this. and. other. source-specific.
search. strategies .. Researchers. with. poor. or. underdeveloped. searching. skills. may.
end.up.wasting.money.and.time .72
¶51.Finally,.the.practice.of.not.choosing.a.source.before.searching.increases.the.






come,. researchers. may. still. become. confused .. Novice. researchers. or. researchers.






statute ..Such.confusion. is. far.more. likely. to.occur.when.researchers.can.skip. the.




nificantly. impact. the. way. that. research. is. conducted. among. practicing. lawyers,.
judges,.and.other. legal.professionals .74. In.February.2010,.Thomson.Reuters.pub-
lished.a.pamphlet,.WestlawNext Pricing Guide for Commercial Plans .75.This.pricing.
guide.confirms.that.WestlawNext.costs.a.researcher.$60.per.search.for.running.or.
editing. a. search .76. That. document. also. summarizes. what. it. calls. “Chargeable.
Events,”.and.it.lists.per-minute.and.transactional.charges.that.users.will.incur.for.
. 72 .. See.id..at.86 .
. 73 .. Id..at.81 .
. 74 .. There.are.three.basic.pricing.models.for.nonacademic.users.of.classic.Westlaw:.transactional,.
hourly,. and.WestPro,. and. many. firms. have. a. hybrid. of. two. or. more. of. these. models .. I. only. con-
sider.how.WestlawNext.changes.transactional.pricing ..Pricing.plans.using.other.pricing.models.will.
impact. user. choices. differently .. See WestlAW Quick refereNce Guide: WestlAW priciNG for plAN 
1 suBscriBers. (Apr .. 2006). available at. http://west .thomson .com/documentation/westlaw/wlawdoc
/billing/wlplan1 .pdf.(listing.pricing.options.for.“private.plan.subscribers”) .
. 75 .. WestlAWNext priciNG Guide, supra.note.15 .
. 76 .. Dinyar.Mehta,.director.of.WestlawNext,.points.out.that.with.transactional.pricing,.the.$60.
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opening. various. types. of. documents,. for. example:. cases. ($13 .00);. state. statutes,.
court.rules,.and.regulations.($16 .00);.federal.statutes,.court.rules,.and.regulations.
($25 .00);. secondary. sources. (journals. and. law. reviews,. practice. guides,. and. jury.
instructions). ($30 .00);. premium. secondary. sources. (A .L .R .,. C .J .S .,. American 
Jurisprudence 2d).($46 .00);.Fifty-State.Surveys.($250 .00);.trial.court.filings.(plead-
ings,. motions,. memoranda,. and. court. orders). ($75 .00);. or. New York Times.
($36 .00) ..KeyCite.is.also.a.chargeable.event.costing.$7 .00.per.citation .77.
¶54. Initiating. the. practice. of. charging. a. fee. for. each. opened. document. will.
discourage. researchers. from. opening. and. reading. documents .. It. will. cause.
researchers. to. examine. fewer. documents. and. discover. less. information ..
WestlawNext’s. new. pricing. structure. creates. a. strong. economic. disincentive. for.
researchers. to. open. and. peruse. numerous. documents .. Opening,. skimming,. and.
even.reading.portions.of.numerous.documents.was,.in.the.past,.the.norm.for.thor-
ough,.thoughtful,.and.careful.researchers ..Classic.Westlaw.encouraged.that.type.of.
























certain. things. amazingly. well .. It. is. up. to. users,. and. particularly. law. librarian.
. 77 .. WestlAWNext priciNG Guide,.supra.note 15 .
. 78 .. See.Michael.J ..Lynch,.An Impossible Task but Everybody Has to Do It—Teaching Legal Research 
in Law Schools,.89 lAW liBr. J. 415,.417–18.&.n .4.(1997).(discussing.the.necessity.for.researchers.to.
read.and.sometimes.reread.cases.and.other.materials.to.gain.a.true.understanding.of.the.law) .











out.automatically.by. the. front. end. system,. is. a. step. taken.away. from. the.purview.of. the.
researcher ..Each.decision.that.is.built.into.the.system.makes.the.human.who.is.doing.the.
search.one.level.further.removed.from.the.process .79




. 79 .. Berring,.supra.note.52,.at.209–10 ..
